Objective: To translate one abstract from a journal in applied linguistics from English into X language.

For this assignment, you will choose one journal article in applied linguistics and translate the abstract into X language. We will submit the final product to the Multilingual Repository for Abstracts in Applied Linguistics. The assignment will be completed in the following steps:

1. First, you will need to choose an abstract in English to translate into X language. Abstracts should be from articles published 2011-present. Abstracts may be found in, but are not limited to, the following peer-reviewed journals in applied linguistics:
   - Annual Review of Applied Linguistics
   - Applied Linguistics
   - Canadian Modern Language Review
   - Foreign Language Annals
   - Heritage Language Journal
   - International Journal of Applied Linguistics
   - International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism
   - International Journal of Bilingualism
   - Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development
   - Language Learning
   - The Modern Language Journal
   - Second Language Research
   - Studies in Second Language Acquisition
   - Studies in Second Language Learning and Teaching
   - System

   Articles should be chosen and submitted for approval by email by DATE.

2. Once you have chosen an abstract and it has been approved, you will produce a translation into X language. Take note of any technical language and the equivalent in X language. The first draft of your translation is due on DATE.

3. Once you have submitted a draft of your abstract translation, print out two copies to bring to class on DATE. These will be used for in-class peer reviews.

4. Using the feedback you receive from your peers, you will produce a final draft of your abstract. The due date for final draft submissions is DATE.

5. Using the feedback you receive from your instructor, you will produce a final version of your abstract translation to be submitted by DATE to the Repository at https://forms.gle/VQoTmn6bfm2Kj7C9A. Once you have successfully submitted your abstract translation to the Repository, take a screen shot of the confirmation page and upload the confirmation to Canvas by DATE under the assignment “Repository abstract submission.”